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Captain Poetry’s Sucker Punch: A Guide to the Homeric Punkhole, 1980–2012 
by Kenneth Warren 
 
Called by Andrei Codrescu, “one of the few and great readers of American poetry,” 
Warren presents in this collection of more than one hundred essays an interactive history 
of poetic aspirations and punk protrusions. With a mytho-poetic, archetypal way of 
reading community, music, and poetry, Warren is a provocative exegete of humanity's 
typological inheritance. From Wrestlemania to the Cosmic Ethiopian King, from The 
Residents to Simon Weil, Warren has organized his criticism into four sections, including: 
Semiotic Sobriety, about the manipulations of language, money, music, property, and 
state power that squeezed the poetic mind into a punkhole dug by Baby Boomers during 
the Age of Reagan; Archaic Sexuality, analyzing the lunar circuits and somatic-bio 
rhythms that pulled poets toward chthonic depth; Alchemical Precision, in which he 
explores an Arcanum of poets ranging from Objectivists to the Western Occult; and 
Phamacological Utopia, in which he pays tribute to Charles Olson, A Curriculum of the 
Soul, Jack Clarke, and other poets of intuitive genius. The book covers the best of 
Cleveland’s underground bands, including Pere Ubu, Home and Garden,, The Floyd 
Band, and The Mice. The Dead Kennedys, The Residents, and Johnny Thunders are 
represented as well. There are essays on Beat poets Gregory Corso, Bob Kaufman, Jack Kerouac, Peter Orlovsky, and Ray 
Bremser. Other poets considered are: Kathy Acker, David Antin, Mei-Mei Berssenbrugge, Robin Blaser, Richard Blevins, John 
Cage, Robert Creeley, Ed Dorn, Sharon Doubiago, Robert Duncan, Larry Eigner, Stephen Ellis, Clayton Eshleman, Richard 
Grossinger, Jack Hirschman, Susan Howe, Lawrence Joseph, Yusef Komunykaa, d.a. levy, Lyn Lifshin, Harold Norse, Ed 
Sanders, Hugh Seidman, Gilbert Sorrentino, Stacy Szymaszek, Tod Thilleman, Anne Waldman, Diane Ward, Lewis Warsh, 
John Wieners, and many more. 
_______ 
“The title of Ken Warren’s selective and provocative history of American poets and poetry over the past thirty years comes 
from an incident partially narrated in Tom Clark’s Charles Olson. The Allegory of a Poet’s Life [318] in which Gregory Corso 
makes a disruptive appearance in Olson’s afternoon seminar on myth, 1964. I say “partially” because as a member of that class 
and a witness to the events of that afternoon it seems to me Clark omits a few important facts, e.g. that after challenging the 
assembled students to match him in reciting from memory lines of Shelley (or perhaps by extension any poet) and hearing only 
universal silence, Corso began pointing out with increasing intensity that “we are all on death row” and that he was “Captain 
Poetry”. Finally he turned to Olson: “Aren’t I Captain Poetry, Charles?” “Yes,” Olson replied. “Then what should I do?” And 
without missing a beat Olson said calmly and with some humor, “report for duty.” David Posner, the Curator of the 
Lockwood Poetry library, never stepped into the room – the fracas happened after Corso had fled Olson’s class. It did not 
then and has never since seemed to me that Olson asked Corso to report to him, though the exchange might be interpreted 
so; rather, I took Olson to mean report to Poetry. Certainly that’s what Olson was teaching. And it’s worth mentioning here 
because Ken Warren’s work over the past three decades, both as editor and publisher of House Organ (an occasional 
magazine in which some of these pieces first appeared) and as a freelance essayist and critic outside academic writing, 



constitutes the sort of discipline, dedication, and persistence which Poetry has demanded from him, not as a maker of poems 
but as a friend, an ear, a receptive mind.” - Albert Glover, editor of Letters for Origin, 1950—1956 by Charles Olson, (Cape 
Goliard, 1969) 
 
 
Born in New York City in 1953, Kenneth Warren is the editor of House Organ, a quarterly letter of poetry and prose. 
His two collections of poetry are Rock/the Boat: Book One (Oasis Press, 1998) and The Wandering Boy (Flo Press, 
1979). 
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Deconstructing The Gift  
 
Poets have recently been misappropriating words in order to describe poetry as an 
economy that, outside the poem itself, has little to do with the dominance of the 
market but nearly everything to do with the dominance of the state. Across the 
United States poets have turned to economic models from a basic need to articulate 
a value for a livelihood dedicated, in whole or in part, to the poetic process. Their 
wages cannot, of course, be determined in the bear market for free verse. 

Popular neglect makes it easy for poets to assume that poetry is a gift and 
not a commodity. Too often they ignore the state's role as mediator between gift and 
market through the system of grants and copyright. This critically flawed 
assumption happens to rule The Gift: Imagination and the Erotic Life of Property 
(1983), Lewis Hyde's influential analysis of how poets "labor with a gift" and do 
"commerce with the creative spirit." 

Poets have been highly uncritical in their acceptance of The Gift, something 
of a poet's musings on language and commerce that draws extensively on the 
writings of social and economic anthropologists Marcel Mauss and Marshall Sahlins.  
The very center of Hyde's imaginary economy is gift-exchange, "a total social 
phenomenon," he writes, "one whose transactions are at once economic, juridical, 
moral, aesthetic, religious, and mythological." Yet Hyde ignores theories of 
bureaucracy, capital, and the state, and for this reason, his demonstration of the 
versatility of gift-exchange as a model for the practice of poetry breaks down when 
applied to institutions. By a rather careless oversight, then, he fails to explore the 
very trigger point for popular perceptions of scarcity and surplus–big government. 

Even before the publication of The Gift, it had been commonplace in the 
United States for poets to presume that primitive economic models will support, in 
a literal way, a representation of a creative process subsidized by the state but 
ignored by the people. The total effect of The Gift on the contemporary poetry 
scene has poets from various quarters subjecting primitive models of giving and 
feasting to widespread semantic distortion. There's little doubt that poets benefit 
from misunderstanding economics. The Gift's suggestive and rather eclectic mix of 
prose has extended, moreover, a delusion that holds so long as poets embrace a 
vision of symbolic exchange regardless of their money and property fix; they will 
survive unsullied in a realm of primitive gift-giving. 

Such a realm involves the quest for a method by which poets can disavow 
connections between poetry, money, and filth, and so participate in a sacred 
economy. Poets are thus able to use Hyde's work to limit their search for values to 
those fitting their instrumentalist approach to sources, an approach that allows them 
to convert free, gratuitous elements of poetry into relations of private property. It's 
no wonder that Hyde's book certifies the gift as the decade's most problematical 
misappropriation of a word by poets. The need of poets to earn livelihoods through 
the ordering of their words before the state is a "killing of wealth." What's killed is 
not only the wealth of the consumer as taxpayer but symbolic exchange, that is, 
again, an order in which poetry assumes no value other than itself. 

The Gift is especially popular with poets who value state-supported 
fellowships because from the suggestive language of social anthropology they can 
construct an image of surplus and excess. Such an image, loosely connected with the 
bread and butter issues of their own lives, masks the killing of wealth, that is, the 
memory of death projected through the state's system of armed force, taxation, and 
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support. The expansion of the state's system of fellowships and grants is closely 
related to making the idea of gift exchange a fetish among North American poets. 
It's a good possibility that federalism and structuralism, two systems dedicated to 
unity through binary patterns, have influenced many poets to regard all behavior, be 
it alienated, biological, or cultural, as a kind of language. What such regard yields is 
a troubling conceptualization that presents poets and primitives as figures sharing a 
common ground bearing imaginary gifts which precede structures of property and 
state. 

In reality, the system of support for culture does not advance gift-giving. 
Nor does the disbursement of money by private foundations to geniuses and 
winners conform to the gift's sole measure of symbolic exchange. There is, outside 
the language of the poem itself, too much exchange, too much interference, too 
much observation, not to mention covert action, being generated by media, 
organizations, states, and systems. The great contradiction of The Gift involves a 
model of primitive economy which cannot accommodate static formations of private 
property. The Gift fetishizes the idea of creative property by turning money and 
words into things. What Hyde passes off as eros is thanatos: 

 
It is because gift exchange is an erotic form that so many gifts must 
be refused. The issue commonly arises in public life. Should a 
university accept a grant from a government dictator? Should a 
writer or scientist accept a grant from a government waging an 
immoral war? We often refuse relationship, either from the simple 
desire to remain unentangled, or because we sense that the 
proffered connection is tainted, dangerous, or frankly evil. And 
when we refuse relationship, we must refuse gift exchange as well. 
(73) 

 
The state is the support system that allows poets to survive and maintain the 

silly presumption that they labor with a gift. Thus the gift is a conceit that fits 
perfectly the need for a code of ethics compatible with this system of support. Gift-
exchange is not action but discourse. In this sense, Hyde's work has led poets to 
presume that gift-giving is the normal way for them to conceptualize their poetic 
practice at this point in history. His wholly expressive research on exchange and 
property has managed, quite wonderfully, to characterize the dreaming of poets 
mired in a vision of state fellowship, neo-primitivism, and world fusion. 

Under the state's system of taxation, fellowships, and copyright protection, 
poets and poetry are subsumed in a federalist version of gift exchange. The fusion of 
state tokens of support for poetry and primitive economic models grants poets a way 
to lay claim to the real. That is to say, the state extends to poets money, the medium 
of exchange that will get them food. The state will also protect their creative 
property, the store of value that would permit them freedom if only their books 
would sell. Still, poetry is no gift when it serves to legitimate relations of organized 
force, or when poets defend, on the basis of primitive economic models, their share 
in a wealth that results from the stunting of social consciousness. 

The gift is still the total concept for which poets have exchanged the private 
reference of their words. The language of social anthropology has offered them a 
means of addressing their practice without having to rely, as Emerson or Whitman 
did, upon imperatives of Judeo-Christian scripture. 
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Was it more than accidental that under Reaganomics the Indian Potlatch 
has served as the moral agency regulating the alienated behavior of shamanist poets 
and supply-side economists alike? Why does Lewis Hyde's quest so much resemble 
that of George Gilder? Perhaps because in their analogies of the Indian potlatch, 
each took something a piece at a time from its original domain, put it in their own 
unique syntax, protected it by law, and sold it in the marketplace of ideas. The 
advantage of analogy has allowed them to hold Native American culture at bay, 
while registering as property the gifts of a culture pushed deeper into poverty by the 
convertability of its symbols. There's little shock value in seeing shamanist poets and 
supply-side economists approaching Native American culture from two sides of the 
federalist system. What is to be read into such books are the motives of men of 
words, envisioning themselves penetrating conceptions, materials, and secrets of 
primitive societies. Their aim is to transform cultural differences into the federalist 
vision of unified culture. 

Years have passed since the publication of The Gift, and poets have yet to 
demonstrate that they have mastered the lesson of sacred economy and gift-
exchange by renouncing copyright and severing poetry's connection as legally 
protected property to the state. 

Poets are still lifting the material and symbolic wealth of primitive culture in 
the name of the postmodern imagination. In the language of social anthropology, 
they have sought imaginary freedom. But when their thinking proves insufficient to 
the wealth of an economy that never produced beyond food gathering, or hunting 
and fishing, they implicate themselves in its killing. 

All told, The Gift, perhaps the widest possible exercise of human 
comparativism to effect the poetry scene in recent years, has not helped poets out of 
their semantic crisis. The sad truth is that no theory about poetry and money can 
account for the poverty of the postmodern imagination, an imagination mindful only 
of how badly these times demand that poets manipulate primitive ethos in order to 
establish a moral tone. 
 
Buffalo Arts Review, 1986  
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"A is a bull's head," 
 
says Charles Olson in "The Chiasma, or Lectures in the New Sciences of Man." This 
proposition brings together two conditions for consciousness, namely animal 
victimage and the sign. One sees at once a traumatic sign, an initiatic letter severed 
from a bull, a sentence that recalls human powers which can only succeed after 
animal sacrifice. As actual living animals die, aural and visual perceptions are 
transformed in signs which fail outside consciousness to preserve them. The 
archeology of letters recapitulates myth-making in a fourfold flash. First, a 
beginning is conceived from chaos. Second, boundaries for the human imagination 
are created from animal dismemberment. Third, a bull's head is pictured in a black 
alphabetic letter. Fourth, knowledge of trauma is exacted for language. Because 
language is a symbolization of sacrificial cutting, poetry will be heard and seen 
under the guise of decapitated heads. Consequently, there is a vital relationship 
between graphic sign and spoken word traceable from a bull's head to the singing 
head of Orpheus. Today, these heads signify the terrible obligations poetry must 
assume for the cosmic order of its veracious mechanisms. 
 
Bullhead, 1994 
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"Like a Mexican Christmas" 
 
in memory of John Clarke 
 
"Relativism is the bad faith of the conqueror, who has become secure enough to become a tourist." 

— Stanley Diamond 
 
"The poet must relinquish claim to the assurance that he will on demand be supplied with a name for 
that which he has posited as what truly is." 

— Martin Heidegger  
 
I was under the Christmas moon in search of the elevated tale. When the bus rolled 
out from Mexico City to Oaxaca, I turned to my brother and talked about the 
animals that could move us closer to our fable. The Pan American Highway stayed 
true to the blue epiphanic coloring that had filled our minds overnight with 
thoughts about the Magi. At daybreak, off the bus, we walked around Oaxaca, 
looking in vain for a room. 

Mangers were everywhere. The Three Kings were all around us. We 
followed a rising cobblestone path to the church of Our Lady of Solitude and 
entered for a prayer. At the altar rail we admired the brocaded cloak that covered 
Our Lady, while pigeons would flap and coo behind us in naves no longer used for 
worship. To kill time we stepped outside to the church yard. There were four large 
plastic animals gathered about the wooden stable. We sat down near the donkey 
and set our sights on the star hanging from the stable's eaves. 

One by one, people began to gather for the day's work. An old nun with a 
handmade broom swept hay from the sidewalk. A mother followed by a daughter 
arranged sparkling holy articles on display boards, which she and her daughter 
propped against the garden wall. A boy stacked boxes of Chiclets on an Indian rug. 

Red, yellow, green, and white zoomorphic carvings were lifting up to the 
heavens. A scorpion, loaded with cosmic eggs, reached a foot long in size from the 
tip of the tail to the tip of the tongue. Up the tail spiraled a Piscean constellation. 
Seven notches had been carved into the tail and painted sky blue. Two serpents 
coiled around a tree. A strand of mushrooms had been wrapped around the carving 
in a dot to dot spermatic pattern. 

The world, it seemed, was becoming "like a Mexican Christmas all contents 
needed." It was thus at five thousand feet in the green city that a sonnet by John 
Clarke started us thinking about red and white Christmas things calling to the 
epiphany we were capable of expressing. Each day that followed we would find 
within the reading of Clarke's From Feathers to Iron, a series of lectures and sonnets 
on the dynamics of poetic thought, "all contents needed" to orient ourselves with 
the Magi to stars. 

Since the 1920s, poets have been drawn to Oaxaca. In The Plumed Serpent, 
D.H. Lawrence passed on a lasting sense of its images and examples. Oaxaca was 
the place in which Lawrence had come to an end. I could sense Lawrence's 
blackening passage through Oaxaca in the very title of Clarke's book From Feathers 
to Iron. Writing about Lawrence in The Transformative Vision, Jose A. Arguelles 
noted: "that in Oaxaca in 1924, in the pure highlands of the myth he sought, while 
working on his last great novel The Plumed Serpent, Lawrence became very ill with 
the black disease of the Iron Age, tuberculosis, a disease that was slowly to ravage 
him for the next six years." 
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Published in 1987, the endpoint in a 468 year Aztec Hell Cycle begun 
in 1519, From Feathers to Iron called upon us to travel with this statement in mind: 
"The burden of New World society is still its 'discovery’ in the gesture of epiphany 
retained by the poetic mind after the disappearance of the Plumed Serpent from 
Mexico City." With this charge in mind I wanted to see beyond my brother's 
fluency if my imperfect Spanish could speak the special language of poetry and 
regulate tourist conversation to a fine point. This arrangement of poetic thought to 
enliven material events under the stress of a second language might be described as 
high context travel. So I put the book one step ahead of our destination, stammering 
over parts to be recollected and spoken at a time when it would become possible to 
step, as Clarke suggests, in the direction "where history completes itself." 

Eventually we found ourselves walking the streets of Teotitlan del Valle, a 
town renowned for its weavers, reciting another of Clarke's propositions: "Text is 
the textile texture of creation." Here the tale of the tribe was being woven from all 
directions due to the impact of print upon the artisans. While visiting the studio of 
Abigail Mendoza, an esteemed Zapotec weaver, I noticed a National Geographic 
illustration of the jaguar hanging above her loom. A California interior decorator 
had written to inform her that the market was looking for Mayan creatures. 

Everywhere the archaic background had become the textual foreground. 
When we met Carlos, a slight, flighty serape merchant whose thick black reading 
glasses seemed rather large for his head, he took us for Spaniards, announcing 
proudly that King Juan Carlos and Queen Sophia of Spain would be visiting Oaxaca 
on January 13th to receive his history of the Zapotecs. We were not interested in his 
textiles, but he was curious about our occupations. He beheld in the historian and 
librarian a possibility for completing his genealogy. He walked to the rear of his 
shop and returned with his oversized tale of the tribe. 

The New World has been long on myths of Indian Hebraic origin. This 
mythology was a passion with Carlos, who immediately summoned Noah's three 
sons to our conversation. While listening to Carlos explain how Shem had sired the 
Zapotecs, I looked over to the manger in his shop window. The animals, gathered in 
pairs, seemed reason enough for me to pitch my words toward his unfolding flood 
narrative. His creche, I proposed, was also his ark. 

Carlos also believed in Quetzalcoatl and his serpent raft. Yet the translation 
of the King James Bible into Spanish by Cipriano de Valera (1602) had apparently 
introduced him to something he could lay over his tale of the tribe and spare the 
Zapotecs the Aztec Hell Cycle. From scripture and maps he condensed his lineage 
to merge America's North and South in a fundamentalist's tale of the tribe. The gap 
in time, the Hell Cycle, passing between the arrival of Cortes and that of King Juan 
Carlos and Queen Sophia, didn't really interest him. Shem was the figure who really 
mattered in his Zapotec history. With the tale of the tribe spread before us, there 
was a missing link that he had trusted us as book loving strangers to account for 
without hesitation. His difficulties had all come down to this single word. The word 
that he had encountered as a double on the map of language was Seir. 

"Was Seir Shinar?" he asked my brother. 
My brother lacked the knowledge that I had acquired through attention, by 

way of Clarke, to the poetic mind. Seir had been, according to a footnote I'd read 
the night before, the name connected with the writing of Sirius that flourished in the 
Ethiopian city of Sire. There was only one way to speak such good fortune. I 
pointed to the map. 
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Senar was Shinar, I explained, but Seir stood by itself in Ethiopia, 
connected to Sire. 

After Babel we can't talk without misunderstanding that which lies beyond 
the death of stars. Yet it can sometimes happen, when a word becomes the place to 
express our revelation, that we find ourselves as guides to one another, clearing a 
way from Babel on the map of language. Clarke tells us: "Each word is time-
factored, and it's up to us, as poets to take responsibility for our participation in 
what Novalis calls ‘an exponential heightening’ of that world continuum which, as 
he says, is ‘not yet finished.’" 

Carlos was no poet. Yet he certainly seemed so, pointing to the word 
which had the power to frame the saga he had spent his lifetime representing. One 
word made the world a public order. Everything he needed was local and historical. 
As a fundamentalist he needed, literally, to fasten Seir to Shinar. 

Seir, Senir, Shinar curved through my ears. It was like conjugating a mythos. 
The sound was perfect, confluent with the stars above Sire, the fir trees on Mt. 
Hemon, the lamentations for Tyre, and the alluvium between the Tigris and 
Euphrates. The morphic field of Old Testament geographical names, managed by 
the chain of spoken Spanish, revealed at once a sacred concordance. 

A book is chosen, is opened into the world, because everything seen is 
translated into text. Once I found with Carlos the state of mind in which we could 
play at being a wise men, From Feathers to Iron showed me that I could speak 
through "the gesture of epiphany." Only by speaking through Clarke's marvelous 
book did I discover Shem, Quetzalcoatl and the other transatlantic kings who were 
riding a giant thought-wave that was rising into the Zapotec history that Carlos 
would present to the King of Spain. 
 
House Organ, 1993 
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Mouse Blood and the New Romanticism 
 
If you’ve whipped through the art, music, and poetry circles of New York City 
lately, you’ve probably caught wind that afoot the downtown scene is a new spirit of 
romanticism. The phrase “new romanticism” may strike the quick and dirty mind as 
meaningless hype, but this contemporary version, owing as much to Blake and 
Shelley as to Budd and Eno, means that the content of any given expression again 
reflects an excessive, highly self-conscious moodiness, the result of man’s separation 
from nature and the beast. Today’s creative spirits are, in fact, seeking both meaning 
and hype wherever they may find it, whether that be in demanding theories of the 
sublime or in the narcotizing traps of mass media. Theatre of Ice is the most 
innovative band working in the United States to deepen the meaning of gothic 
horror rock. The brothers Johnson have produced a remarkable limited edition 
album called Mouse Blood, a sampling of works “chosen by friends who hate the 
band.” Coming from the west, Theatre of Ice senses the power of the death wish, 
and Mouse Blood bears the marking of the brothers Johnson former hometown, 
Fallon, Nevada–the site of a massive animal burial ground. Most reviewers tend to 
accentuate campy, grade B horror elements as the stuff of Theatre of Ice. But the 
band’s hunger for content is far deeper than kitsch. Think of Poe’s The Black Cat as 
a reference point for Mouse Blood. As in Poe the suggestion of insanity always lays 
close to a formal artistic surface. Imagine Poe living in the contemporary family and 
then you’ll see how Mouse Blood flows through the dark night of domestic horror. 
When a baby mouse crawled slowly across my living room floor recently I struck its 
head with a hammer, wiped the wall, and realized that Mouse Blood plays on notions 
other than the sick and the tasteless. Theatre of Ice is in full control of concepts, 
influences and instruments on this fine album which focuses on pain, cruelty, death, 
and terror. Also evident is a good sense of humor that tilts toward gothic parody 
with ambient sounds. Simple pop lyrics about where to go are saturated in the echo 
chamber. At times the sound and structure of psychedelic pop is dragged and 
muffled to good effect. Transitions between songs flow nicely with tape effects. 
Dissonant rock elements, such as rolling percussion and crashing cymbals or wailing 
guitars, are embedded within strong, obsessive emotions. One reference point for 
the band’s progressive rock credentials is established with great guitar work, in a 
manner of, say, Fripp on Eno’s Before And After Science. There’s a deep regard for 
particulars of a pop eschatology in Theatre of Ice’s vision of wildlife and sexual life 
heard in a song such as "Fox.” In a formal sense, Mouse Blood unwinds from a great 
American vision of animal flesh ravaged by insane youth. At each deadly curve on 
the journey, Theatre of Ice deliberately paces its music so that the whole album 
moves, both musically and conceptually, with the listener. Theatre of Ice sounds far 
more uncompromising than Bauhaus or The Cure in the search for the sublime 
within the dark hidden regions of themselves. What stands revealed in Mouse Blood 
is the core connection between gothic rock and American Romanticism. Theatre of 
Ice is concerned not only with the geography of the soul but also that of the 
American West. In this sense, their songs of premature burial take on a deep 
suggestiveness. The formal horror of Theatre of Ice is nothing less than the bizarre 
horror of the American West–a land of nuclear test sites, animal carcass dumps, 
and Mormon catacombs. 
 
Alternative Press, 1986   
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Nineteen N N N Nineteen 
 
There is no better product for stripping away the history and lived experience of 
war than the music of war.  In the ten years since the U.S. withdrawal from 
Vietnam, military-conservative strongmen have been searching for the perfect 
revision of that war's history, namely, a funky musical pastiche interchangeable with 
cold war politics.  Because the U.S. is a nation culturally dependent on music for 
insight into history, it should come as no surprise that a mindless dance mix of 
newscast narrative would have the unfortunate effect of blotting the historical 
record of illegal and immoral U.S. military conduct in Vietnam for today's 
generation of young Americans. 
 As I heard it this past summer, Paul Hardcastle's “19”(Chrysalis Records), a 
chart-busting 12 inch single which takes its title from the average age of the U.S. 
Vietnam combat vet, pushed young American clubgoers to the site of war wounds 
while playing perfectly into President Reagan's false vision of U.S. military 
innocence and triumphalism. 
 Hardcastle is a slick if unoriginal postmodernist whose language is the 
language of the media machine and whose mission is guilt-mongering among the 
still sentient.  With “19” he has appropriated narrative, on-site and statistical 
fragments from a video documentary in order to press an alienated, reified stance 
toward Vietnam, which is all that will sell in the social catchments of the '80s dance 
club. 
 Born precisely of the marriage of cock-rock and military duty (just flashback 
to Jimi Hendrix playing “Machine Gun” while watching the video), “19” projects 
an image of buck private incapable of atrocity. Hardcastle's portrait of the young 
combat victim splattered with the brains of another is totally in line with the 
military's preferred condition of stupidity to criminality.  What's more, his 
conflated, statistical beat promises to shape in young listeners dedicated to Trivial 
Pursuit a knowledge of military history tragically lacking in the record's 19-year-old 
who “didn't really know what was going on.”  
 Hardcastle's devious vinyl cover version of the Vietnam era clearly 
demonstrates the unifying power of the mass media.  The larger political vision 
Hardcastle fashions out of his official media voice is achieved, moreover, through 
quantity, repetition, and subliminal suggestion. What is being expressed 10 times 
within the sound of high tech robotic composure is nothing but the minimalistic 
political rhetoric of President Reagan: “None of them received a hero’s welcome!”  
 There is no question that Hardcastle's assault on the '60s would have 
everyone forget the dead.  

Although “19” fails to relate falsified enemy kill reports to the war's 
duration, it is wrong to judge the record a production of some right wing conspiracy 
without knowing details of its financial backing.  What Hardcastle has mixed, more 
typically, is the ultimate universal product of centrist politics enabling hawk and 
dove alike to grasp that statistical data amplified through a tape loop can make 
heroes of us all. 
 By August it was clear why “19” hit top 10 in stateside club play and black 
singles sales.  But the rise of this unknown soldier didn't stop here.  His marks of 
chronological uniformity and statistical coherency allowed others to dispose of 
geopolitics and political responsibility as well.  According to “Billboard,” “19” held 
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near universal appeal, rising to number 2 in Germany and the Netherlands, 7 in 
Canada, and 19 in Italy. 
 The music Hardcastle put forth on the global dance floor took from history 
and integrated fact fetishism with desire for a unifying center. His ruthless netting 
and scratching of Nam data ignored the copyright claims of ABC and NBC as well 
as class and racial make-up of the dead.  Yet he had in the process engineered a 
worldwide hit possessed of an uncanny ability to make different people respond to 
American defeat in the same forgetful way. 
 By wiping out haunting memories and flashbacks, “19” restored broken 
bonds in the body politic. The record proposed to draftdodgers that the dance floor 
could be part of self-conscious history making and to veterans that black vinyl could 
be part of their self-medication program.  What this hot commodity said finally to 
the '80s pop family was that time had come to imagine welcoming trip wire vets to 
the dancefloor. 
 
Rolling Stock, 1986  
  


